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Introduction 

A PROPOSAL FOR DEVELOPING AN ~MPROVED 
PRISON POPULATION PROJECTION METHODOLOGY< 

} 
I~J 

This report is the second phase of a study being conducted by the Research 

End Evaluation Unit to develop ~n improv~d method of population prediction. In 

,jthe initial phase, projection techniques being utilizea by other corrections 

"agencies wer~ examined through a review of current literature, as ~ell as through 

a nati onwi de survey .. 1 

The purpose of this report is to recommend a methodology to be used to pro

ject the future prison popu~;ation in Kentu[ky. Areas to be discussed include: 

the dissatification with curr~nt project~i techniques; the need for improved 
c 

projections; objectives in developing a new methodology; a review of various 

projection techniques; the recpmmended methodology; and implementatfon. 
;;1 

Current r~ethodo logy 

The Kentucky Bureau of Corrections has prepared prison population projections 

on an irregular basis in the past using linear regressions of historical data. 

AS"wa.s pointed out in an earlier feasibility study2, prOjec~ions using line;~ 
regression have been so inaccurate as to render them inadequate for administr.a-

./ " iJ ;t::: 

ti've planning purposes. As an exampJe of the fallibilit~ '\f projections utilizing 
-""""""\ 

this technique, a two-year projection of monthly prisonpop~lation figures from 

Mq,y, , 1978 to ~pril, ., ~~O was prepared based~n the monthly popul ation data from 

;) ~·the two previous ygars (.see Table IJ. A comparison .of the"'projected figures C 

lA Nationwide Survey ofoPrison Population 'PrOjection Technigues, Kentucky Bureau 
of'Corre,~~ions, Research and Eval,uation Unit, July, 1980. (I 

<0 
o 

2preiiminaryProposal for a Prison Projection Technigue in" Kentucky, Susan Cl ick, 
Kentucky .!~Llrea,u of Cbrrections, Resea rchand Eval uation Unit, December~._J 978. ..C 
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with the actual population over the two-year period shows that the projected 

figures fell ·within the :!:5% margin of error generally considered acceptable 

for projections ~or only slightly more than half the months. The error in 

projection was as high as 12.4% after only the fifth ~rojected month, when = 
. , 

the projected figure exceeded the actual population by 407 inmates. In 

addition, while the linear regression projection~"suggested a steady increase 
" ,~-;;1' 

in population, the ~ctual population figures showed two marked changes in 
(} 

,) 

trends; first decreasing rapidly by tW9 hundred, then steadily in~reasing " 
(\ 

to a point where it exceeded the projection. The general inconsistency and 
~. 

the inability to forecast changes in trends greatly limits the degree of reli

ability which can be expected~from projections ~hich utilize only linear regres-

sions. 

The Need for Reliable Projections 

The ability to ~ake aCIi.1rat.,~ predictions of the future prison population can 

be an invaluable asset to~e corrections-administrator. Population projections 

are routinely used by corrections agencies throughout the country for budget 
,) 

preparation, determining needed beds pace in connection with capital/facility 

development, as an ~id in policy and program planning, and to determine the 

impact of legislative changes. 3 In Kentucky, there have recently b,een several 

situations '"for which pr,ison population projections and/or impact statements 

have been requested. The following are some examples of these requests: 

--In 1978, the Go»ernor's Commission on Sentencing and the Release of Criminal 

Offenders \lJas created to study the feasibil ity of adopting determinate sentenciii'g. 

The Commi ss";on requested impact statements on the effects that several proposed 
.", 

changes insentencing\ndrelease procedures would have on the prison populatio~~ 
l.,), 

. --Several bill s proposing changes in the criminal statutes were introduC'ed 

during the 1980 General Assembly. The Governor's Office requested that the 
(,; 

3A Nationwide Survey o 

" 

{') ,( 

(J 

o 

(j 
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Research and EvalUation Unit prep~red impact statements on the effects these 

changes would have on the inmate population. Projections calculated using an 

untested modeling methodology were instrumental in the Governor's veto of a 

bilJ, which ,would have enhanced the penalties for certain drug offenses . 

--During ,the recent litigatt'6n involving the Reformatory and the Penitentiary,4 

the Research and Evaluation Unit prepared population projections to be used in the 

Bureau of Corrections' defense. The consent decree which settled the litigation 

in April, 1980, has as one of its requirements, that the populations of the 

Reformatory and the Penitentiary, kentucky's two largest correctional institutions, 

be reduced by a total of 600 inmates within six months. In response to this 

mandate; the Parole B0ard requested an impact statement on the effectiveness that 

,changes in their release policies wouldha,ve in reducing the prison popul\htion. 

It seems'likely that the need for prison population projections similar to 

those requested in the past few years will continue. To better respond to the 

increasing information demands from within the Bureau-and from other agencies, 

it is imperative that a reliable projection"methodology be, developed. The advances 

'bei~g Jti~de by other states, as well as the rapidly improving information sources 

here in Kentucky, will soon make the adoption of a" better, more sophisticated 

methodology possible. Now is the toime to develop a technique which will meet 
D 'J 

the needs of Kentucky's Bureau of Corrections. (1 

Objectives of Methodology Development 

In tailoring a projection methodology to "meet the specific needs of Kentucky'S 

system, certain criteria must be met: 

1) The projection must use available and easily accessible data. The 
" 

Offenb'er Records Information Operations Network (ORION), which is soon, 
o 

to ,be in operation, will be essential in providing the sizeable data base 

,'". ~ 4Kendrick vs BlaJ 
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needed to make accurate population projections. No sample of inmates 0 

currently exists which will provide the data on commitmeni1's c~nd releases 

necessary to develop a more sophi sticat,ed" proj ection techni que. The 

massive collection effort necessary to accumulate this information 
\\ 

by hand \'lOuld be unfeasible. In addition, a sample such as this would 

be limited in its utility, as such information quickly becomes outdated. 

Projections must be responsive to fluctuations in prison populations. 
" 

One of the most notable shortcomings of the projection methodology 

cbrrently being utilized is its inability to prec,ict changes in population 

trends. Perhaps the m6st important capability of a projection technique 

is that it must be able to forecast when the population will begin to 

increase or decrease. 

3) The projection methodo~~~n:qy must be able to incorporate hypothetical "what 

if II scenarios to analyze possible policy alternatives. Projections must 

be able to determine what impact proposed policy or statutory changes 

will have on the inma'te population. 

4) The projection methodology must be adaptable. It should be flexible 

enough to be updated or refined as better information or more sophisti

cated techniques become available. 

5) The projected technigue must be converted to a computerized form. Members 

of the Research and Evaluation Unit ~houTd be able to prepare projections 

using electronic data processing equipment with a minimum of manual 

calculations. 

6) Projections must produce consistently valid and reliable predictions. 

Time, energy, and money should not be wasted developing a sophisticated 

projection j:echnique if the projections themselves are no more reliable 

than those resulting from the present linear regression method. 

r 
1 
~ 
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If these'objectives can be realized in developing a projection methodology, 

the end result will be a versatile information resource which can be utilized by 

the vari.ous facets of the Bureau. 

Review of Methodologies 
" 

This section will provide a brief review of prison populat~on projection 

techniques being utilized by other corrections agenc{~s. The information Was 

obtained through a review of curr,entliterature on the subject, as well as the 

Evaluation Unit1s survey of corrections agencies. The main focus will be to 

describe in gene~al how the projection is prepared, and what are the advantages 

and limitations of each technique. 

Ratios 

This projection technique assumes that the prison population will fl uctuate 

directly in proportion to some segment of society whose change is an indicator of 

change within the prison population. Indicators often used are the general popula

tion or that portion of the population mo~t"likely to commit crimes. 

Ohio and Wyoming are two' states which enjoy success using this technique. The 
o 

greatest advantage of using ratios is that projections ar~ relatively simple to 

prepare. They are probab1ry most useful to corrections researchers and administra

tors as a prelimi~ary predictions to be refined using other information about the 

system. 
() .::;. 

-Although ratios have the potential to warn,of changes in population trends, 

it fs doubtful that- changes in the prison population can be explained by fluctua

tions in o~e segment of the populatiqn. There is als~! probl~m in determining how 

)ong a ~eriod of·time'will ela:~pse before changes in the indi£ator group will become 
D r:: 

evident in the pri.?on populatiqn. 

lihear Regres~ion 
v 

Linear regression projects population based on trends i.n liistorical data. This 
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report has already touched on some of the criticisms of this projection tech-

ni que as they apply to past projecti.ons prepared by the Kentucky Bureau of 

Corrections. Because populations are<'projected linearly, they cannot predict 
.0 

changes in population trends. Furthermore, they fail to consider the composi-

'tion of the inmate population in terms of those variables such as sentence length 

which affect the inmate population. 

Linear Y'egression is the most commonly useCi projection technique. Despite 

the numerous crilf' c isms whi ch have been 1 eve 1 ed a'~ it, most ~s consider 

their linear regression projections to be at least fairly reliabl''e. Besides 

Kentucky, only Indiana rates these projections as being poor. These projections 

are probably most useful in making short-term predictions for as long as trends 

rema i n the sallie. 

Multiple Regression 

Multiple regression is used to predict both the prison population as a whole 

and components of the population. In addition, regression analysis is used to 

identify those .. factors wh-lch indi cate changes in the pri son popul ation. Like 

ratios, multiple regression assume~ that-the prison population will fluctuate 

according to chqnges in predictor factors. 

Although multipla reg~ess~on is a more sophisticated projection technique 

than either ratios or linear regression, it is subj~ct to many of the same ." 

limitations. Si(~ce it projects linearly, multiple regress~on may fail to identify 

change"s in population -t're'nds. Due to ,the lack of data, the predictive variables 

are often chosen according to convenience rather than validity. 

The advantage of multiple regression over either ratios or 1 inea}~ regress,ions 

is that they consider a greater number of variables\~hich increases the potential 
.;; --.;;,.!~ 

for more valid projections. 

,{J 
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Simulation Models 

This projection technique attempts to project the future rates of those 

components of the system which combine to form the prison population. Other 

projectiDn techniques are used to project future c6mmitments and releases, 

which are then combined with the current populationoto arrive at a future 

population. The system's componen~s are combined using the following formula: 

future population = future admissions + current population 

- future releases. 

Criticisms of this system focus on the attempt to describe a complex system 
( 

using only a few simplified components. Computerized simulation models such as 

Florida's Simulated Losses/Admissions Model (SLAM) require a great deal of data 

not often accessible by the corrections agency. In addition, computerized 

, model s requi re substantially more expense and a greater degree of techni cal 

expertise than do less sophisticated techniques. 
I; 

; Advantages of this methodology are that ,it provides a description of offenders 

entering the system, and follo\'JS tbem as they (P:ru~gress through eacho component 
-~ 

until they exit the system. Also, the ability Yo use any type of projection 

technique to project the future rates of each component allows the individua7 

agency 50 develop the methodology according to available information and/or the 

methods which are most valid for the state. 

Recommendation 

The National Institut~ of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, in its .~ 

preliminary repo\t to Congress on prison populations, in September of 1977 stated 

that: 

o "Prisqn population;s nOff a natur~l phenomenon responding solely to the 

. dynamics of past trendn It is subject to social and political influ-
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ences, ranging from the availability of community corrections resources 
(' ,.f 

to political pressure$ on parole boards and state legislators.,,5 
LI 

It is for this reason that they maintain that any reliable projection of future 

inmate populations requires at least some understanding of the individual 

corrections system and the policy decisions that may affect it.
6 

With this in mind, I propose that the Kentucky Bureau of Corrections develop 
'-:.' 

a simulation model to project the future prison population. This methodology 

will incorporate knowledge of policies and procedures within the justice system 

to project the commitment, incarcerated population, and release components of 

thi s lijod'el. 

Kno'wledge about those factors which affect the inmate population, in the form 

of key assumptions, will determine the information to be used to ~roject each 

component, as well as the method of projection. In "reality, all projection 

statistics are the conse~~}:~nce of one or a 'series of" assumptions rather than a 

;- statement about the future. The accuracy of the resulting projection» depends 

on the validity of the assumptions,.? For example, linear regression~rojections 

assume that historical trends will continue into the future, while multiple 
~ 

regression proj~ctions assume that the prison population will fluctuate accord-
a 

ing to changes in se~eral predictor variables. Projections developed as a result 

of combining the futute projections of each component allow the utilization of an 
,0 

optimum number of key assumptions concerr;rng those variables which can produc;e 

the most valid results. 

5prison p~pulation and Policy Choices, 
National .Institute or Law Enforcemet;\t 
of Justi ce, September, 1977, p. 131 'I 

6Ibid , p. 139 

7 I bid, p. 132 

Volume 1: ;. Preliminary Report to Conqress," 
and Criminal Justice, LEAA, U.S. Department 

.. 
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Commitments 

Commitment to a Bureau of Corrections institution will be the entry stage 

of this methodology. Commitment iSljrecommended as the entry point because projec

tions based on entry at an earlier stage, such as at arrest or conviction, would 

have to be based on too many subjective assumptions. In addition, the Research 

and Evaluation Unit's experiences in these areas indicate that available data 

would be unreliable for our use. 

There is presently no single most acceptable method of projecting future 

commitments. Either lin~ar regression or ~ultiple r~gression utilizing unemploy-

ment and "population-at-risk" would be best suited for prel iminary projection 

attempts. This is where the use of key assumptions will be valuable. Based on 

anticipated changes in policies and/or procedures, as well as an examination of 

existing trends, several assumptions can be formulated about future admissions. 

These assumptions can be used to prepare a series of projections, such as "low", 
~ 

"hi gh", and "most 1 i kely" 'projecti ons of future admi ssi ons. Along these same 

lines, the assumptions of anticipated changes can be used to determine the impact 

that such changes will have on the inmate population. 

An inspection of demographic information about those adml'tted t th Q t (' .• 0 e sys em, 

'. especially their sentences should become a routine procedure. Besides providing 

insight into sentencing trends, it will serve as an indication of the cbmposition 

of the future inmate population as well as a predictor of changes in the expecOted 

time to be served. 
o 

Incarcerated Population 

Changes in the incarcerated population are not really considered in projecting 

the future inmate populatian.(~, Although the time served by "incarcerated inmates 
D -

can be used to modify the time se\ved figures obtained from releases, the. incar

cerated population figure is basically the end result of the proj~ction process. 
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Information pertaining to the incarcerated population, however, is more 

frequently requested than that for either admissions or releases. The demo

graphic information that will become available concerning curreht and projected 

incarcerated populations will be an invaluable data resource. 

Releases 

Two primary factors will be used to determine releases; the average time 

served by offenders according to their sentences, and an analysis CGf Parole Board 

actions to ascertain the percent who serve to expiration, the gercent deferred, , r? 

and the average length of deferment. A comprehensive examination of a sample 

of releases over several years must be conducted to determine each of these factors, 
"-:::;:::" 

Once this information is derived, offenders committed to the system can be charted 

through the system from admission, t~parole review, to deferment, to release. 

Special Considerations 

In addition to the usual factors which can influence population projections 
" in unpredictable ways, such as changes in statutes, policy shifts and political 

pressures, projections of Kentucky's prison population will have to address several , . 

'-' 

special considerations. First, the previouslY,mentioned consent decree mandates the 

establishment of maximum capacity levels at the Reformatory and the Penitentiary. 
1.\ 

A similar mandate in Oklahom~ prompted their Department of Corrections to remark 

that the capacity limit negated their need t9 project populations~ I must disagree 

with this remark when considering the potential ramifications of such a mandate. 

To obs~rve this limit, some drastic changes in sentencing~ release~ ~nd classifica

tion policies must be made. The potential increase in the probation and parole 

caseload may require that we extend our projections to this area. 

Also, the opening o~ the new foregsic unit will compound the problems applying 

to institutional capacity. Admissions and transfers to the new facility may off

set current population trends. Key assumptions may be tne only means of dealing 

• i 
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with theJ~ unforesee~ or unpredictable maJ'or changes ,'n the corrections setting. 

Data Resources 

~:\ The rapidly improving information systems in Kentucky have developed to the 

point that the Bureau will soon have access to accurate and current population 
and offender data . Previous data collection efforts required manipulation of 
unwieldly hand-maintained r~cords, 

The ORION information system currently be)ng developed by Computer Services 

is the key to this proposed projection model Th 
.; . ,e vast amounts of demographi c 

informati on essenti alto:' these projecti ons are not av':a' ,'labl e 
from any other 

source. Other sources of information which may be used routinely to prepare 

projection includes the Department for Human Resources, Bureau for Manpower 

Services, which provides unemployment statistics to the Research and Evaluation 

Unit on a regular basis. A th ,no er source of unemployment statistics is the Kentucky 

Council ~f Economic Advisors, who have developed a computer-based econom~tric model 

which projects future unemployment rates. Also, the State Data Center of Kentucky, 

computer information system, could be especially useful in preparing a statewide 

projections because they provide future projections of both unemployment and 

general populatfon figuret based on U.S. Census data. 

Projection Format 

Once the projection methodology is fully developed, it will be converted for 

use on electronic data processing equ,'pment,. I suggest that information from 
ORION, along with'past' t 1 ,. 

,nma e popu :'ation figures, unemployment and general popula-

ti.~n data be incorporated into a single computer proOgra~ using the Statistical 

Package for the Sociai Sciences (SPSS) computer language. SPSS is the computer 

language most familiar to members of the Research and Evaluation Unit, so its "'~se 
would seem to be the most logical cho, ice. Having all this information available 
in one c."e.,. ntra 1 i zed data base wil 1 enabl e the user to ' pre~are the projections 

II 
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D 

easily, with fe.w manual calculations. This should facilitate the ability of the 
l\ 

Bureau to project tha prison pORulation ,n a regular b~sis, as well,~s making 

information updates and refinements to projections more convenient . 

Testing the Methodology· 0 

A limitation involv~d C)~adopting this proposed projection model will be the 

difficulty in testing reliability_oJ the projections. The most common method of 
\.,-r 

testing prediction techniques is to develop projections based on historical data. 
" ' (I 

The "ojected popJ1?ation' estimates are then compared with actual popul ati on fi gures 
(/ 

to determine the rel i abi 1 ity of the predicti ons. However, "due to the absence of 

o easily acquired historical data, this prior testing is virtually impossible. The 

only·xecourse available is to prepare the <lactual future projections, evaluating 
J) 

the results' and modifying the model as the reliability of the projections become 
:::) 

apparent; . 

Summary 

The proposed techni que meets the .objecti ves whi ch have been set for a projec

tion technique. It will require no informati.on, facility, or personnel resources 

not already available or ~eing developed. It has the capability to incorporate Q 

those variables into the projection which may forecast changes in population ~rends. 

It isrlexjble enough to be prepared using assumptions about rea' or propos~d condi

tions in relation to commitments or releases, and can be refine,d as new or bJter 

methodologies become available. The projections will be simple to prepare and 

replicate, using information conv~rted to a computer program. FinalJy, "the use of 

more sophisticated informq,tion and projection methods shoul~ result in much more 

reliable projections than have been available in the past. 
\' (] 

From a practical standpoint, the implementation of the projection model wiJl 

require a substantial expendjture of time anb~nergy to convert the various data 
<f 

. . 
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resources into a form which corresponds to th~,model 's requirements. Cooperation 

with the Computer Services section is essential to the success of this project, 

,',~ .'d_·t,.,,",.t"''''''';P.:r~.,'.".!''~'''-"_',,,,., 

,. 

due to the vast amount of programmer assistance which will be~eeded to draw out 

specific variables in the form needed for the model from the broad base of informa

tion contained in ORION . 
0" 

The adoption of a simulation mOdel"'to project the inmate population wiill pro-

C' vide a statistical technique to replicate the movement of offenders through the 

corrections system. Hopefully, this technique will provide not only more reliable 

projecti onsJ , but also an improved information resource capable of provi ding infor- ~-. 

mation consistent with needs within the Bureau. 
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A COMPARISON OF PROJECTED PRISdN POPULATIONS* IF' ,-=:-: 
... ./,.0 

cJ' TO ACTUAL POPULATION FIGURES '"9: .' ;" 

t~ 

PROJECTED ACTUAL ERROR IN % ERROR IN r, 
MONTH 

r~ .. 

POPULATION POPULATION PROJECTION PROJECTION 
•• 0 

May, 1978~{ 3,676 3,454 222 6.4 " 
0 .,\ 

June 3,678 3,414 264 7.7 -;::\\ 
~}o 

July 3,680 3,363 317 9.4 
\') 

August 3,683 3,355 328 9.8 
September 3,685 3,278 c fr 407 12.4 t't 

October 3,687 3,363 324 9.6 
C\ 

(:::::;!.5.r November 3,690 3,389 301 8.9 ~ (:.. 

1)/ Q 

~ J ::> ,1'\..,,'\ " 
December 3,692 3,390 302 8.9 "-~! D 

(,J f'!:? 0 
\'\ li, 

\:J ~:J 

January, 1979 3,694 3.416 278 r;8.1 0 \.: 

February 3,697 3,488 209 ,6:0 
(I 

March 3,699 3,482 217 6.2 
April 3,701 3,526 175 5.0 

1~:V May 3,704 3,540 164 4.6 

- ;:> June 3,707 3,555 1,52 4.3 
\( l July 

~::::Z\; 
3,708 3,583 125 3.5 a . 

@ '" August 1,711 3,602 109 3.0 
;~. 

September 3,713 3,611, 102 2.8 
" 0 ,,' October 3,715 3,663 52 1.4 \) ~)) e 

November 3,718 3,712 6 .2 
" "" December 3,720 3,692 28 .8 ~ , 

'. 

b 

January, 1980 3,722 3,730 -8 ':".2 ~\ 
() 

~. a 
February 3,725 3,775 -50 -1.3 

March 3,727 3,833 -106 -2.7 \\ . ' P '\s . '. April 3,729 3,824 -95 .,-2'.5 '.~ 

'" rF 0 .(?) 

" " " .' .lS >J " .. 
i;. 

" 9 tj:,prepared W;ing a linear regression of the monthly population figiJres of the ,') 
't 

' , 
" 
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